Addendum to Micro Focus Business Support Agreement

Fortify Software Security Content Service

This addendum ("Addendum") applies to the Fortify Software Security Content Service software products. This Addendum amends and is made part of the Micro Focus Business Support Agreement ("BSA").

The provisions of the Addendum add to or modify the provisions of the BSA for the Fortify Software Security Content Service, as further outlined herein. To the extent that there is any conflict between the provisions of this Addendum and the provisions of the BSA, the provisions of this Addendum shall control.

Introduction

Micro Focus Business Support for Fortify Includes:
The Micro Focus Fortify Software Security Content service, which will help ensure you receive the latest security intelligence for the Micro Focus Fortify products.

Micro Focus Fortify Software Security Content Service
The Micro Focus Fortify Software Security Content service ("Service") may include one or more of the following features as further defined below, based on the Micro Focus software product purchased. The Service is available to current subscribers to Micro Focus Business Support (or Micro Focus Enterprise Support Standard or Basic) at no additional cost.2

- **Micro Focus Fortify Secure Coding Rulepacks:**
  Micro Focus Fortify Secure Coding Rulepacks means rules content for use by Micro Focus Fortify Static Code Analyzer to identify vulnerable code patterns across supported programming languages and vulnerability categories.

- **Micro Focus WebInspect SecureBase:**
  Micro Focus WebInspect SecureBase means rules content for use by Micro Focus WebInspect that includes automated attack patterns for security vulnerabilities with policies that guide users in identifying critical weaknesses in web applications and web services under test.

- **Micro Focus Fortify Runtime Rulepacks:**
  Micro Focus Fortify Runtime Rulepacks means rules content for use by Micro Focus Fortify Runtime and Micro Focus ArcSight Application View to extract security-related information from running applications and to protect applications against the most common application vulnerabilities.

- **Premium Content:**
  Premium Content means additional artifacts occasionally produced by Micro Focus Software Security Research for the Micro Focus Fortify product suite, including but not limited to reports and project templates for Micro Focus Fortify Software Security Center, Micro Focus WebInspect testing policies, and specialized rules content designed to address new security challenges.

Learn More At
www.microfocus.com/fortifyservices

---

1 New purchases of Micro Focus Enterprise Support Standard and Basic have been discontinued as of 15 January 2018. However, any existing contracts for Enterprise Standard and Basic are valid through their expiration.
2 You will receive specific information about the applicable service features for the specific Micro Focus product you purchased.